1.
What does the good life look like?
What constitutes a fool?
Is it better to know or not to know? To relish
in the security of certainty, the guarantees
of empiricism, the solidity of fact and
forethought, or to revel in wonderment,
speculation, incertitude?
Machiavelli told the prince to be like a fox, be
like a lion. More importantly, he said, a prince
must know when to be which. Knowledge is
power; planning ahead is advantageous.
(Be the ant, not the lazy grasshopper, said Aesop!)

But!
Good things come to those who wait, and we
find happiness - les petits bonheurs - when we
aren’t looking for it. If we suspend disbelief
then do we believe that the slow and patient
accumulation of wisdom and material goods
adds up to something worthwhile?

And so, what about the hedgehog?

The small ground animal, so literally the
opposite of Western upward mobility, does
anyone ever ask: are you happy hedgehog? Or
the cock who refutes the jewel?
Truly: what would a rooster do with a sapphire?
Why no hurrah for the dirty, weary
and wandering philosopher who rejects
Baudelaire’s dandy? Is not Montaigne’s
philosopher, who retreats from the world, the
fool, while the humble farmer who stays in it
and toils, the jewel of the earth?

2. I make up the time because
I don’t really know what time is
The Delphic Oracle, the Sphinx, and the
Troll under the bridge speak in riddles that
only the best, the most worthy can decode.
To others, their words are lofty jibberish. I
never understood whether they wanted to be
understood, or, if like a bafflegab, they wanted
to obscure themselves endlessly. Was their
language to reach out, or to reach further in?
Sometimes the world seems to be little more
than a game of Barbie. The joke is that the
prime mover is really my five year old self,
arranging and rearranging things endlessly.
Perhaps that is the great mystery behind the
naming of things.

3.
According to my father, as a child, I sang
constantly. Usually nothing coherent, just
sounds and whatever childlike burblings
came out. Whatever these ‘lyrics’ were, they
weren’t meant for anyone, it seems, other than
my mouth. I imagine it was more about the
experience of articulation of things I didn’t
yet know or understand, not so far from the
divine overtaking of a tongue experienced by a
Pentecostal (sans the religiosity).

1-2-3 A-B-C recitations, fairy tales, fables,
and parables tie language to knowledge and
the pursuit thereof to morality and ethics.
There is always a lesson to be learned about
self-betterment: try harder, don’t do this, do
do this. Do do made us laugh so much - it was
the joke of kindergarten, along with knock
knock jokes and other things that expire soon
thereafter.

My father has a horrible sense of humor.
He charms children and elders, but those
inbetween are a lost cause. I’ve never
understood how a person’s humor could
bracket the spectrum but miss the middle
- will we not reunite again until I too am
old?
“I’ve fallen behind, he’s gone ahead,”
lamented Arkady’s father upon his return
from university.
(Timing is everything.)

A poppa tomato, a momma tomato, and a
baby tomato are walking. The baby tomato
keeps lagging behind. The poppa tomato
turns to the baby tomato and says?

4. The Sophist, or Kathy with a K
As a kid, I adored my older cousin for the
usual reasons: she was all I was not (and
all I knew, even then, that I would never
be). Taller, tanner, etc. Jeanne initiated me
to much of the world that I would have
otherwise missed, being 1. a nerd and 2.
an only child. One summer she took to
declaring things “crazy with a kaaaaaaay!”
For example, me: “(some ridiculous childish
story that is incoherent and I am now too
old to even construct fictionally)”, J: “woah
Hal, that’s crazy with a kaaaaaay!” I don’t
think I ever said it but I loved it. I didn’t say
it because I knew I’d sound foolish whereas
someone cool would sound cool.

Along with the forceful injection of “like”
into my vocabulary (in an attempt to become
cool like the characters in Clueless) it was one
of the first moments in which I understood
that I could strategically position myself
with my words.
My language could become an aesthetic
component, affiliating me with certain
spaces, certain worlds, certain groups and
simultaneously distancing me from others.
Learning French in high school was one
of the most obvious gestures I made in this
vein.
(vain?)

Years later it seemed that overnight all
businesses that should have used c switched to
k (there was a KountryKitchen that I bombed
daily with my eyes). Jeanne moved onto other
things, including, eventually, producing a
child named Jett, a word which, in the native
Swedish of her husband, means “goat.”
K or c, c or k. Kathy with a k, crazy with a
kaaaay: krazy. I wonder now: was this whole
mythology, this monumental shift in my eight
or nine year old perception, the result of my
cousin reading a Krazy Glue label?
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